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Hole in One

M

ark P. Finlay Architects & Interiors was selected to design this
sleek clubhouse and teaching facility for the newly founded
Trinity Forest Golf Club in Dallas, Texas. Slated to be the host of
a PGA tournament and the home course of PGA professional golfer Jordan
Spieth, the clubhouse needed to be a comfortable setting for members while
also serving as a high-end event space for renowned professional players
who would frequent the venue. The overall concept called for a bold design
that stands out on this links-style golf course, one that was architecturally
modern with classic elements for a luxurious feel. The interiors reflect that
intention with classic patterns in a fresh, neutral palette with punches of
vivid blues reminiscent of the sweeping sky views. Highly curated pieces of
art and furniture complement the backdrop of the Trinity Forest.

The covered outdoor lounge, with grandstand views of the course, is the
ideal spot to catch the final hole, with a view of the woods in the distance. The
natural Texas winds act as a ventilation system for the terrace, which features
an outdoor fireplace, ample seating and a rooftop bar and lounge. The furniture here is low to keep sightlines clear and composed of natural materials like
wood and stone to harmonize with the surrounding landscape.
As the site was once a construction landfill, the ground-up design
required strategic considerations to the natural elements of the land. The
building makes practical use of the views, natural light and Texas winds.
The project stands out for its unusual yet cohesive blend of elements—
stucco, natural wood and sleek black metal windows—and the unique combination of modern pieces and classic textiles and patterns inside.
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PROFESSIONALS
Architect
Mark P. Finlay, Principal
Jay Valade
Joe Mulligan
Mark P. Finlay Architects
Southport; 203-254-2388
markfinlay.co

Interior Designer
Tina Anastasia, Partner and
Director of Interior Design
Victoria Sirchia
Mark P. Finlay Interiors
Southport; 203-254-2388
markfinlayinteriors.co

Builder
Beck Group
Dallas, TX; 214-303-6200
beckgroup.com

opposite: On the covered upper terrace lounge, furnishings are composed of natural
materials to create unity between the interior and the stunning view. this page
(clockwise from top left): The exterior stair to the upper terrace; the outdoor dining
terrace; a view of the front door with the covered terrace above; the entry foyer
showcasing carefully curated art; a view of the clubhouse and 18th green.
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